A study on the approximation of the stress field in the vicinity of crack tip in a compact tension specimen made from Al 2024-T351 is presented. Crack tip stress tensor components are expressed using the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) theory in this work, more precisely via its multi-parameter formulation, i.e. by Williams power series (WPS). Determination of coefficients of terms of this series is performed using a least squares-based regression technique known as over deterministic method (ODM) for which displacements data obtained experimentally via optical measurements are taken as inputs. The stress fields reconstructed based on the displacement data obtained experimentally by means of optical measurements are verified by means of the stress field approximations derived for the normalized CT specimen via hybrid elements.
INTRODUCTION
haracterization of crack tip stresses has been an area of active research for many decades; see short state-of-art in [1, 2] presenting an over-deterministic least squares technique to evaluate the mixed-mode multi-parameter stress field by photo-elasticity underlining the fact that the use of a multi-parametric representation is not just for academic curiosity but a necessity in some cases of engineering interest. This fact is also underlined by Ayatollahi et al. in [3] who used displacement fields obtained from finite element analysis and provided a specific algorithm for fast determination of the unknown parameters. In [4] the Digital Image Correlation technique (DIC) was applied to study the fracture properties of a commercial NiTi pseudoelastic alloy. The near crack tip displacement field of a single edge specimen was measured and the stress intensity factor (SIF) was estimated by using a proper fitting procedure based on the Williams series expansion. The effects of higher-order terms in the Williams expansion (T-stress) were analysed for different sizes of the crack tip fitting region and the results were compared with analytical predictions. The aim of the contribution is to verify the stress fields near the crack tip reconstructed based on the displacement data obtained experimentally via comparison with the stress field approximations derived for the normalized compact tension specimen from hybrid elements [5] . The displacement field in the vicinity of crack tip, which is necessary for the subsequent analysis, is measured in a compact tension (CT) specimen made from Al 2024-T351. Crack tip stress tensor components are expressed using the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) theory in this work, more precisely via its multi-parameter formulation, i.e. by Williams power series (WPS). Determination of coefficients of terms of this series is performed using a least squares-based regression technique known as over deterministic method (ODM) for which displacements data obtained experimentally via optical measurements are taken as inputs. Note that this work is only a part of the extensive ongoing research of the authors on the application of this multi-parameter approach in more advanced fracture mechanics tasks.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Material Al 2024 and method of measurement
xperiments were conducted on a CT specimens which was extracted and machined in T-L direction (crack propagation along rolling direction) from a Al 2024-T351 according to ASTM E-647 [6] . Fig. 1 illustrates the specimen geometry and dimensions. The mechanical properties of the material are summarized in Tab. 1. Cyclic loading was applied then with a 100 kN Instron servo hydraulic testing machine. The specimen was pre-cracked under mode I load for 120,000 cycles at a frequency of 10 Hz, a load ratio R = 0.1. Small scale yielding conditions were met in all tests. DIC was used to investigate the crack tip behaviour of the CT specimen for two different crack lengths and three load levels (see Tab. 2). DIC provides full-field displacement information by comparing images taken before and after straining the body. Each image is divided into smaller regions or interrogation windows. The cross-correlation product [7] is used to measure the similarity between interrogation windows before and after straining the body in study: 
where c is the cross-correlation product which is a function of u and v, the displacement vectors joining the centres of the two regions of interest along directions x and y respectively, I A and I B are the intensity distribution of the two digital images before and after straining the sample, respectively, and N is the number of interrogation windows into which the digital images were divided. The maximum value of the cross-correlation product (Eq. 1) is the probable displacement vector for the centre of the each interrogation window in I A . The camera was placed horizontally so that the positive x coordinate matched the crack growing direction and the y coordinate matched the crack opening direction [8] . This improves and makes the post-processing of the results easier under conditions leading to non-horizontal cracks [9] . DIC requires the surface to have a random pattern so that each interrogation window is unique in each image and can be located easily in the same image after it has undergone some deformation or rigid body movement. In this work, this pattern with random grey intensity distribution was obtained by scratching the sample surface with abrasive SiC sand papers grades 240, 380 and 800 [10] , [11] for better imaging of the crack tip [12] . An 8-bit 2452x2052 pixels CCD camera with the maximum frame rate of 12 was used for taking images and recommendations from previous analyses were followed [13] . The experimental setup was similar to the one used previously [14] . DIC generated a pair of matrices, u and v, with displacement values that were combined with an analytical model to infer fracture mechanics parameters (see next section).
MULTI-PARAMETER FRACTURE MECHANICS
Crack tip fields for mode I fracture problem illiams [15] derived that the crack tip stress and displacement distribution can be expressed by means of a power series. Assuming a plane crack with traction-free faces in a homogeneous linear-elastic isotropic material subjected to arbitrary remote mode I loading, the stress/displacement field around the crack tip obtained by the Williams eigenfunction expansion can be expressed as: 
Similarly, the displacement vector can be written as:
In Eq. 2 and 3, r and θ are polar coordinates centred at the crack tip (considering the crack faces coincident with the negative x-axis),  is shear modulus defined as  = E/2(1+), where E and  are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio; n represents the index of the term of the power expansion and  is Kolosov's constant depending on plane stress or plane strain W conditions. Coefficients An are functions of relative crack length  = a/W and need to be calculated numerically in most cases. The origin of the coordinates was positioned at the crack tip [16] and no crack front curvature was considered [17] . It is worth mentioning that no bulk effects were taken into account in this study [18] . The truncated form of the Williams power series considering N terms of the expansion is commonly used for the stress/displacement field approximation. When the crack is subjected to mixed-mode loads [19] , Eq. 2 and 3 also include a shear mode component that allows the shear mode SIF to be estimated [20] , [21] .
Over-deterministic method (ODM)
Several methods have been derived and suggested for estimation of the coefficients of the higher-order terms of the Williams expansion. Most of those methods (such as hybrid crack element (HCE) method [22] , [23] , boundary collocation method (BCM) [24] or others) require advanced mathematical procedures and extensive knowledge of special crack elements or FE code. Therefore, the so-called over-deterministic method (ODM) has been chosen for calculation of the coefficients of the higher-order terms in this paper. This method is based on knowledge of the displacement field data (u, v) in a set of k nodes around the crack tip. These values can be obtained either numerically from finite element simulations on the cracked specimen or experimentally via optical measurements (which is the case of this paper). The (u, v) data can be then together with the nodes coordinates (r, θ) put into Eq. 2. Thus, a system of 2k equations arises (in 2D) and the only variables are the coefficients An. The procedure for determination of the coefficients of the higher-order terms was programmed in a commercial mathematical package Wolfram Mathematica [25] . The ODM is thoroughly described and tested previously [3] , [26] , [27] . In this study, the displacements of nodes closest to the crack tip (obtained experimentally) were considered for application of the ODM; the total number of nodes in the radius of 1 mm around the crack tip was approximately 60 for each configuration.
Crack tip fields reconstruction
When the coefficients of the higher-order terms of the Williams expansion are known, the crack tip stress and/or displacement field can be reconstructed by means of Eq. 2 and 3, respectively. In this paper, the approximation of the principal stress  1 and von Mises stress  HMH is presented because these stresses are often used in fracture mechanics criteria and thus, they are important for description of the crack behaviour. Following relations were used for calculation of the stress components:
In order to verify the experimental data, the comparison of the crack tip stress distribution is introduced. The coefficients of the Williams expansion determined via the hybrid crack elements for a normalized CT specimen were taken from the literature [5] , for mixed mode see [28] .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
n the first step of the verification process, the stress intensity factor (SIF) values were compared. The values obtained directly from the fracture tests are compared to values calculated from the displacements measured via DIC and to values obtained by Bednář and Knésl by means of the hybrid crack elements [5] . Data from measurements on three cracked specimens are introduced. A good agreement can be observed in the results shown in Tab. 2. Thus, further analysis taking into account also the higherorder term (the second one) of the Williams expansion can be performed. In Fig. 2 It is clearly seen from the results introduced in Fig. 2 to 5 , that the stress levels near the crack tip in the specimen YX9 a19_im30 (with longer crack and larger loading force) are much higher than in the specimen YX9 a6_im16 (with shorter crack and smaller loading force) as it is expected. Another very important conclusion is that the one-parameter fracture mechanics concept as well as the two-parameter fracture mechanics concept can describe rather precisely the stress state near the crack tip. The comparison between the purely theoretical results [5] and results based on the experimental measurement works very well. 
CONCLUSIONS
n the paper, the crack tip stress distribution is investigated in an Al 2024-T351 body. The standardised CT test was carried out and the displacements data measured optically by means of DIC. These data were used for calculation of the coefficients of the Williams expansion and the stress distribution was reconstructed. The results were compared to the theoretical values of the stress distribution determined from the Williams expansion with the coefficients obtained numerically by means of the hybrid elements. A very good agreement between the both kinds of results was found out. Thus, it can be concluded that the experimental measurement by means of DIC enables precise results to be obtained. These can be used for further fracture mechanics analysis on other types of specimens.
